In its fifth conception, we proudly present to you another edition of The Agora: Political Science and Undergraduate Journal. The Agora was founded on the principle of creating a place for undergraduate students - future academics and political scientists - to present their best ideas and strongest opinions. This has inspired invaluable conversation and discussion between young academics across Canada and abroad, pushing forward the calibre of this journal to places we never thought possible.

Like all our editions, this publication would no be possible without the dedicated interest and commitment of our volunteers. Our editorial board has grown to over 12 members, each equally committed to the creation of this journal. A special thanks to our executive members, specially our Peer Review Co-Chairs, and Director of Communications. This journal has, through the commitment of these members, found itself in a place where it runs itself seamlessly with minimal direction and intervention. A specially thanks to these volunteers, and all our volunteers, for making the idea of this journal possible, and inspiring a high calibre of work from your colleagues.

We greatly appreciate all the interest this journal has developed. Everyone who has submit papers, taken part in our peer review process, published papers, and even read our publication is a valuable part in making this journal a success. It is through the ambitious commitment of developing students that the Agora, and all other student publications, will continue to help the growth of future academics and political scientists.

We are proud to say that this is the last edition we will be overseeing, and wish the best to the future of this journal - an important staple for undergraduate students.

Sincerely yours,

Mandi Deren and Kevin Pinkoski
Senior Editors
The Agora: Undergraduate Political Science Journal